Streptavidin-biotin immunotoxins: a new approach to purging bone marrow.
Immunotoxins have been used both experimentally and clinically to purge bone marrow of tumor cells or T cells before transplantation. We describe the synthesis of a streptavidin-biotin-toxin conjugate using whole ricin. Streptavidin-biotin-ricin (SA-BR) conjugates were synthesized by biotinylation of whole ricin, which was then complexed with streptavidin. Hybrid molecules consisting of a single biotinylated ricin moiety linked to a streptavidin molecule were separated by gel filtration. This SA-BR conjugate was used in an indirect cytotoxicity assay. The assay involved sensitizing of target cells with biotinylated monoclonal antibody (B-MCAB) followed by treatment with dilutions of SA-BR conjugate. The assay demonstrated a specific antibody-directed cytotoxicity. The strength of this SA-BR system is that a single conjugate was able to be used in conjunction with a library of B-MCABs to selectively target phenotypically different cell types. The application of the SA-BR conjugate is thus only restricted by the availability of B-MCABs specific for the desired target cells. The high affinity of avidin for biotin (Kd approximately 10(-15)) and the ability of a single conjugate to target phenotypically different cells through utilization of a library of B-MCABs gives SA-BR conjugates great potential in the selective targeting of individual cell types.